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The effects of periodic modulation in dielectric constants on the formation of photonic band gaps of two-dimensional
arrays have been characterized. When a defect is introduced into a perfect photonic crystal, a localized effect may be found
at frequencies within the photonic band gap. A line defect thus acts as a waveguide, and a point defect can behave as a
resonant cavity. In this report, we investigated photonic crystal structures based on germanium (n = 4.0), silicon (n = 3.49),
titanium oxide (n = 2.71), and silica (n = 1.50) materials. Both square lattice arrays and triangular lattice arrays have been
studied. The two-dimensional photonic structures exhibited the Mach-Zehnder interferometer function that could be
applied to optical switches or optical integrators. The beam splitter had the crossed linear defects shape, constructed by
two orthogonal line defects. The ratio of defect radius to the lattice constant was 0.28, and the best moving distance has
been 0.76 to achieve equal output energy.
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division multiplexing (WDM) system [14, 15]. The light in
the waveguide can be further bent to a large angle at 90° or
even higherby choosing the appropriate defect lines
[16, 17].
By combining bent waveguides of photonic crystals, it
becomes possible to design beam-splitters, including Yform or even T-form splitters [18 – 21]. The devices can be
used to divide the light energy into two branches, equally or
not equally, depending on the purposes of the applications.
The other type of beam-splitter is in the crossed linear defect
shape. It may be constructed by two orthogonal line defects
that divide one source of light energy into three or more
branches. The more complicated beam-splitters can include
two input ports and two output ports. The structures then
actually act as Mach-Zehnder interferometers when one or
more point defects are inserted into the crossed linear
defects.
In this study, two-dimensional photonic crystal band
gap structures have been analyzed based on germanium
(refractive index n = 4.0), silicon (n = 3.49), titanium oxide
(n = 2.71), and silica (n = 1.50) materials. Both square
lattice arrays and triangular lattice arrays have been studied.
The structures can be either air holes in dielectric slabs or
dielectric pillars that are surrounded by air. Beam-splitter
structures were further designed to include two input ports
and two output ports in a square lattice array arrangement.
The beam-splitter had crossed linear defects that were
constituted by two missing orthogonal rows. The photonic
responses in terms of output power with respect to the defect
size, location, index or shape have been investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION*
Photonic crystals have been scientifically defined as
periodically spaced dielectric structures that exhibit
characteristic optical band gaps where light cannot
propagate [1, 2]. The periodic modulation of the dielectric
constants can be designed to lead to the formation of useful
photonic band gaps for different applications. The most
common structures are nano-sized air holes in dielectric
slabs and also dielectric nano-rods surrounded by lower
dielectric media such as air. In the last decade, this new class
of crystal structures has attracted engineering interest owing
to their capabilities in controlling light emission and the
propagation of light waves [3]. Wu et al. proposed a
compact optical switch for self-collimated light beams in a
liquid-crystal-modulated photonic crystal [4]. The optical
switch was designed to work at 1550 nm for possible
applications in photonic integrated circuits. Many
researchers have been searching for the potential
applications in optoelectronics and information processing,
such as vertical silicon micro pillar radial junction solar cells
[5], channel drop filters [6], photonic crystal fiber [7], and
quantum-dot embedded interferometer [8]. Some organic
and polymer systems also showed interesting results for
possible applications [9, 10]. Also, when a defect is
introduced into a perfect photonic crystal system, a localized
mode may become available at frequencies within the band
gap.
A line defect can act as a waveguide while a point defect
can be used as a resonant cavity. Thus, a two-dimensional
analysis of the photonic crystal waveguides can be
theoretically realized, based on the introduction of a line
defect in the photonic crystal material system
[11 – 13]. On the other hand, a channel add or drop filtering
device can be designed by using point or line defects in a
two-dimensional photonic crystal slab for a wavelength

2. MODELING DETAILS
Index guiding is the main guiding mechanism for
waveguides formed by photonic crystals where some kinds
of dielectric defects have been involved. However, these
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waveguides present a change in periodicity, which must be
accounted for the reflection and also transmission
properties. With the theories based on the finite element
analysis method, we employed the Finite-difference timedomain (FDTD) methods developed by RSoft’s
BandSOLVE and FullWAVE to investigate the behavior of
photons [22, 23]. The simulation engine employs the plane
wave expansion (PWE) algorithm. 2D method is used. The
used input excitation field is cw. It is originated from the
preliminary resolution of a scattering phenomenon in the
space domain and the time domain. The harmonic solutions
were obtained in a second stage by a Fourier transformation
in time. Both the electric field (E) and the magnetic field (H)
components must have satisfied the time-dependent
Maxwell’s equations. The master equations are shown as:
1
𝜀(𝑟)

∇ × (∇ × 𝐸(𝑟) =

∇×[
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dimensional square TiO2 pillar lattice array is displayed in
Fig. 1 b.
The band gap diagram for a two-dimensional square
lattice array using the highest refractive index germanium
pillars (n = 4.5) in the air is shown in Fig. 1 c.

(1)
(2)

a

where  (r) is dielectric constant;  is frequency of
electromagnetic wave; c is light velocity in vacuum. The
photonic band structure can be calculated under E or H
polarization according to the dielectric constant
arrangement [24]. The dispersion of electromagnetic wave
is then calculated repeatedly with convergence by
transferring into Yee cells with the separation of time and
space domains. The implementation of the FDTD method
could be separated into the following three stages. In the
first stage, the wavefront of the incident field has not
reached the discretized domain, and the total field was still
zero at any point. In the second or illumination stage, the
equations at the boundary were introduced between the
scattered field and the total field. In the final stage, also
known as the relaxation stage, the incidentfield would have
moved beyond the domain, and the equations became
homogeneous [11, 21].

b

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 1 a shows the band gap diagram for a twodimensional triangular lattice array based on silica pillars in
the air. The illumination is vertical in its direction. The
refractive index of silica is lower at about 1.50. The silica
pillar size was varied between 0.1 – 0.4 a, where "a" is the
lattice constant of the photonic crystal. The frequency ω is
expressed in a dimensionless value after being converted
with the speed of light c and lattice constant. The
normalization of radius ratio (r/a) has been also used in the
figure. Most of the optical polymeric organic materials have
similar refractive index values and would have shown
similar behavior. Since the refractive index is not much
higher than that of air, we could only find limited transverse
electric (TE) mode band gaps in the triangular lattice array.
There were no band gap found in the square silica lattice
array. However, when a larger refractive index material was
used, such as TiO2 with n = 2.71, more optical band gaps
would have become available. There are several
polymorphs available for titania films [25]. The tetragonal
rutile has been used for this analysis. Its optoelectronic
properties can be varied by structures and processing
conditions. The refractive index is also dependent upon
measuring wavelength. The band gap diagram for the two-

c
Fig. 1. a – band gap diagram for a two-dimensional triangular
lattice array based on silica pillars (n = 1.50); only few TE
mode band gaps could be found; b – band gap diagram for
the two-dimensional TiO2 pillar square lattice array
(n = 2.71); more optical band gaps have become available;
c – band gap diagram for a square lattice array using high
index germanium pillars (n = 4.50)

The much wider frequency range to exhibit band gaps
could be attributed to the large difference in the refractive
indices between germanium and air. It even exhibited both
the transverse electric (TE) and the transverse magnetic
(TM) band gaps in the air-hole-in-slab triangular lattice
array. It provides an interesting array structure for some
optoelectronic devices.
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Fig. 2 displays the band gap diagram for a twodimensional square lattice array based on silicon pillars. The
refractive index of silicon is medium at 3.49. It is still high
enough to provide band gaps in the transverse electric (TE)
mode. The band gaps have been more limited for the airhole-in-slab silicon square lattice array (Fig. 3).

could be easily identified in the band gap diagram for a twodimensional triangular lattice array based on air holes in a
silicon slab, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Band gap diagram for a two-dimensional triangular lattice
array based on air holes in silicon slab. TE mode in blue,
TM mode in red, and complete band gaps in green

Fig. 2. Band gap diagram for a two-dimensional square lattice
array based on silicon pillars

For the two-dimensional beam-splitter, the structure has
two orthogonal line defects and an inserted point defect. It
has two input ports and two output ports, as is depicted in
Fig. 6. The wave propagation has been analyzed by the
FDTD 2-dimensional method while one of the input light
energy could be divided into the two output ports with the
inserted point defect.

Fig. 3. Band gap diagram for a two-dimensional square lattice
array based on air holes in silicon slab

On the other hand, for the triangular lattice array
system, the band gaps exist well in both the transverse
electric (TE) and the transverse magnetic (TM) modes.
Fig. 4 shows the band gap diagram for the triangular lattice
array structure from silicon pillars in the air.

Fig. 6. The beam-splitter structure with a point defect inserted in
the crossed line defects

Fig. 4. Band gap diagram for a two-dimensional triangular lattice
array from silicon pillars in the air. Both TE (in blue) and
TM (in red) mode band gaps were observed

Fig. 7. The normalized optical power of the two input ports and the
two output ports

The frequency was chosen based on the band gap range
of 0.2 to 0.4 radius ratio for square lattice array based on
silicon pillars. At first, we launched a light energy into the
input port1, then monitored the input and output port power

The periodic dielectric modulation, along with the
adequate refractive index difference (Δn = 2.49), allows
wide band gaps. Also, the complete TE and TM band gaps
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levels. The normalized optical power results, or the ratios
between the measured and launched powers, thus
dimensionless, are shown in Fig. 7.
The point defect radius has been varied in the center of
the cross orthogonal line defects. The point defect radius
controlled the transmission and reflection of light. When the
input light encountered the point defect, the magnetic wave
either passed through or became reflected to reduce the
power. The point defect radius thus affected the photonic
band for a specific wavelength. It has been found that output
port one power would equal input port one at the radius of
0.28 a.
It was also desired to divide any input light energy
equally to the two output ports by simply moving the point
defect to the suitable position. Fig. 8, therefore, depicts the
normalized optical power of the four ports when moving the
point defect for a distance of 0.6 a to 0.9 a from the marked
cell D in Fig. 6.

defect. Also, the silicon based beam-splitter could be
defined by an e-beam writer and using the well-developed
semiconductor processing technology.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have investigated the photonic crystal
band gap structures for two-dimensional beam splitters.
They could exhibit the Mach-Zehnder interferometer
characteristics, and showed great potential applications to
optical switches and optical integrators. The input port one
power of the silicon device would equal the output port one
at the defect radius of 0.28 a while a was defined as the
lattice constant of the photonic crystal structure. Also, it has
been desired to divide the input light energy equally to the
two output ports by moving the designated point defect. The
best moving distance was also identified at 0.76 a.
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